ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of information technology, repositories, search engines and the extreme augmentation of the World Wide Web (WWW) over the past decade have significantly changed the Web browsers computing environment. Brisk development of information technology has resulted in dramatic changes in World Wide Web. The World Wide Web has become one of our primary means of information and communication. Web sites have raised the use of internet, people can use the World-Wide-Web significantly easier and faster. The World Wide Web is one among the most enveloping inventions of all time. Research, education, businesses, families and entertainment become increasingly intertwined with WWW. The volume of digital information has grown tremendously in recent years, due to low cost digital equipments, scanners, and storage and transmission devices. Due to the low cost of devices and the advancements with www, most of the information is present in online. This includes: text information, images, videos, music files etc. Therefore, the Web has become the most effective and powerful information source for individuals of any age and profession. The WWW is playing a vital role in the information technology [1] , unfortunately, it is difficult for a web user to locate the appropriate information that the user finds relevant, as different users need different data in different contexts. To regulate the effectiveness of the browsing and to decrease the time researchers have paid lot of attention on the web browsers actions. Cockburn et al., [2] provides an empirical characterization of user actions at the web browser. Studies have suggested that approximately 81% of the pages viewed by Web users are ones they have previously visited. Maintaining and viewing Web browsing histories has been an important part of browsers. While many of these page views are of well-known or bookmarked sites, there is a clear need for people to be able to easily re-find a page they have previously viewed. Orland Hoeber et al., [3] support this activity in a visual manner that introduces BrosweLine as a method for supporting users in the task of re-finding Web pages in their browsing histories. This increases the effectiveness of the browsing by quickly locating the previously visited sites.
Wide range of search engines available in the market does not support tracking of browsing history of web browsers in the internet. Web contents are changing dynamically, web user would like to Re-visit previously viewed Web pages or previously used key words according to their interest. However, due to the changes happen dynamically in web content, re-visiting previously viewed Web pages becomes time consuming. This raises the need for tracking the browser history of web users.
Tracking the browser history of web users is essential to maintain discipline. In order to improve the effectiveness of browsing and reducing the total time, it is essential to create logs and reports of all Web sites visited previously, individual Web pages visited by the computer user, individual key words used, images and videos viewed previously. This raises the need for a tracking system with a logging mechanism maintains a history of individual Web pages visited by the computer user, individual key words used, images and videos viewed previously with any Web browser of any version. And generates a final comprehensive report on users browsing actions according to users area of interests.
Companies need to monitor their employees browsing history. Having the ability to record visited web sites helps to improve employees' productivity. Parents needs to monitor their children's Web browsing activities to guide the children in the right path and colleges need to track the browsing history of student in internet and blocking the student to view unauthorized sites.
Existing Proxy server providing tracking system that tracks the web user browsing history in internet and blocking the unauthorized sites, using internet protocol address, and it requires extra cost to install. This raises the need of an intermediate system which can track and generate report browsing history according to user's area of interests. In this paper we propose and build system that keeps track of the information of the users browsing history (I-TS, Information Track System). That maintains a history of individual Web pages visited by the computer user, news, individual key words used, images and videos viewed previously with any Web browser of any version. And generates a final comprehensive report on users browsing actions according to users area of interests.
Browser history Information Tracking System (I-TS) features are: o News items.
• Generate a comprehensive report on multiple components usage.
• Calendar.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The literature survey report is in section 2. Section 3 discusses proposed method for Information Tracking System. In section 4, we present a practical implementation and experimental results. Finally, we conclude with a summary in section 5.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Due to low cost storage devices and the advancements in the World Wide Web gives the prospect to Digital Libraries. Digital Libraries have become essential in today's life. Different age groups and the people from various back grounds are highly relaying on the World Wide Web and Digital Libraries. With the rapid growth of scientific literature, scientists, entrepreneurs and students are more and more incapable of efficiently finding relevant literature. To address this issue, personalization of the browsing history becomes a popular remedy. The browse history of the user helps them search their information need easily and revisit the sites they have visited in the past. Multiple commercial tracking tools available online. Web wide web is the primary means for getting the information from the digital library. The search engines retrieve the same set of results for a query irrespective of the user and the context. Generally, each user has different information needs for his query. Therefore, the search results should be adapted to users with different information needs. Kazunari et al., [4] propose several approaches to adapting search results according to each user's need for relevant information without any user effort. When a user submits a query to a search engine through a Web browser, the search engine returns search results corresponding to the query. Based on the search results, the user may select a Web page in an attempt to satisfy his/her information need. In addition, the user may access more Web pages by following the hyperlinks on his/her selected Web page and continue to browse. The system monitors the user's browsing history [5] and updates his/her profile whenever his/her browsing page changes. When the user submits a query the next time, the search results adapt based on his/her user profile. Development of personalized information retrieval service is subject of studies [6] , [7] . Web page prediction is done by predicting the user's behaviour from previous web browsing history. Those predictions are afterwards used to simplify the user's future interactions [8] . A page interest estimation method based on analyzing the users' browsing behaviors is designed in [9] that mainly considers the reference length, the size, the visiting time and the visiting times of each accessed page is then used to determine the page interest. Chen Yu et al., [10] proposes a framework for extracting user interested items by analyzing user behavior history in digital library environment. The framework models every user's behaviors as a User Behavior Forest (UBF). Then user behavior log is formatted with several additional attributes. Prosunjit et al., [11] proposes a new approach named Pagemap, which can guide a user to the most popular and relevant pages of that website based on user's current location within that domain. With the assistance of the access log file, Pagemap uses the previous browsing history to find the most popular pages in a website. Pagemap uses the vector space model to find out the pages with maximum matching in compare to the current page of the user. Tests proved that such personalized approach can improve search results effectively, and have good adaptability. when they switch from one computer device to another, their productivity will depend on the speed they recover personal browsing data, such as bookmarks, forms, history, open tabs and windows, passwords, custom entries to the spelling checker, etc. In order to provide ubiquitous access to those navigation data , Leandro et al., [12] proposes a service that stores it in the web for future retrieval, regardless of computer device or operating system. When web users need the system to track a particular html page or web content on the Internet for them, then web user need to register the URL of the particular html page in internet. And upon any changes happened to the html page, and then the web user will be acknowledged through e-mail. Usually, this kind of tracking tool can retrieve every detail of changes in web content, but unfortunately, because of new technology advancement, any changes happened to the web page would trigger the system to push web user with acknowledgement e-mail, in order to rectify this type of problem, some systems, i.e. web beholder allows user to set a trigger level they are interested. Here, it and only if the total score changes is greater than the trigger level; the system will be triggered to send acknowledgement e-mail to the web user. But yet now there is no appropriate solution trigger level can be defined accurately since there are many changes possible in html page like title, header, content character, colour, text style and etc with different score. So, the users might be fed with e-mail although the changes are not interested by the web user and vice versa. Web users can register html pages using tracking system according to their interest.
Besides tracking the URL registered by the web user, some systems also featured in tracking the new pages containing the input provided by web users. Informant is one of the" best search monitoring tools" in the market. At it will allow the web user to input keyword of interests and user can select any one of the commercial search engines for tracking purpose. Then, after certain time interval, with the aids of the particularly selected search engines, it will detect the new html pages related to the keyword and acknowledgement send to the web user. However, author found that the relevancy and the status of "new" of the results are not giving appropriate solution after trying it.
Thus far, we have gone through a multiple tracking tools and some of their drawbacks. In general, in specific html page tracking, web user will be acknowledged when the html page is modified. While tracking keyword, web user will be displayed with a chain of new html pages containing the keyword. However, the web user needs to verify through every html page in order to find out appropriate html page what are the main topics behind the changes. To conclude, correct page tracker only tells us some html pages have been changed or some html pages are new. At this point, we still lack of a tool that can track a particular area of user's interests, collect the changes in html page at a certain time interval, process and generate a summary of the most discussed Issue in the changes in web content to the web user from time to time.
INFORMATION TRACKING SYSTEM
Information Tracking System (I-TS) consists of three main components:
Search Area System is a meta-search engine. That will direct the user keyword to a commercial search engine, get the hits, do further analysis and derive a number of most relevant domain sites. Keyword Summary will track the entire list of keywords used in multiple components like web, images, news, videos, the number of times the each keyword is used by the user in various components, date and time of the last search of the keywords. Item Viewed Summary will first extract the entire newly added URL with item name or URL of the html pages and then count the number of times same URL or item name is viewed by the user, the mechanism is illustrated in the flow chart in Figure 1 . 
SEARCH SYSTEM
Search Area System is a meta-search engine. Search Area System integrates popular search engines in a single website. The user given keyword wills is sent as a parameter to a popular commercial search engine. The search engines draw the hits on the Internet that represents the particular input keyword from web user, do further analysis and derive a number of most relevant domain sites. The retrieved sites are basically a group of domain sites most related to the keyword.
HTML PAGES RETRIEVAL APPROACH
The Search Area Meta search engine identifies the sites that are html pages in representing a particular keyword. At first, Search Area System will direct the keyword to any one of the popular commercial search engine and collect up to 100 hits. Each page of hits has a unique URL, name, path, and file name together. For example, the page http://www.iyristech.com/KTS/index.html as a domain URL of http://www.iyristech.com/, path of KTS/ and a file name of index.html. Now, from the 100 hits, Search Area System will further collect 10 html pages with their domain sites URLs and most frequently occurred names. Html page is the top page of a domain site if the domain has its all contents relevant to the keyword. But some of the domains sites have only the sub-directory according to the keyword. In this case, the salient page is the most visited page of the subdirectory.
KEYWORD SUMMARY
Keyword Summary is used to collect the keywords and item name searched by Search Area System, Keyword Summary store keywords and item name in I-TS database, Keyword Summary displays the list of top visited keyword and item name to web user, Keyword Summary consists of two components, they are Search System and View System. Search System is used to search web content according to components (web, images, videos, news, that are retrieved from history table, from the View System, the mechanism is illustrated in the flow chart in Figure 2 .
VIEW SYSTEM
View System is used to view top visited keywords and item name searched by the web user are stored in database. View System will retrieve keywords, item name from history table from the I-TS database. View System consist of number of times a particular key word is been used in the search, also retrieves the top visited keywords and top visited item name. Last In First Out (stack) technique is used for history of keywords list.
ITEM NAME SUMMARY
Item Name Summary is designed to generate a summary of URL, item name and count (number of times a particular URL is viewed by web user). It will display the recent browsing history of web user. Item Name Summary consists of two components named as Bookmark Folder, Calendar.
BOOKMARK FOLDER
Book Mark Folder is used to add and delete bookmarked links. User can add his own bookmark folder or user can use existing folder to store the bookmark link. Once the bookmark link is established, it can be viewed from anywhere in any system by the user. This provides valuable information the user as per his preferences and as per his requirements. 
CALENDAR CONTROL
Calendar control is used to view browsing information of web user based on date, month, year and Calendar control is used to view recent browsing information of web user. The mechanism is illustrated in the flow chart in Figure 3 . Figure 3 . Calendar Control used to get domain sites based on web user input (keyword) by directing keyword to search engine(Yahoo, Google, etc..,) and track the browsing information of web user in internet. MY-SQL is used to store browsing history of web users in internet.
FIRST EXPERIMENTAL MODEL-KEYWORD BASED SEARCHING
The proposed Information Tracking System is implemented and tested for the features available.
The first experimental model is based on the keyword based search, a keyword of "iyris" was searched, see figure 4. There were 10 html pages retrieved by Search Area System with the help of one of the popular search engines (Google, Yahoo, etc..,). As a result of the search the I-T System generates a comprehensive report on the browsing history. The report consists of various columns recording various browsing history details. First column in the report, is used to record the URLs of the html pages and the names of the respective domain sites are record in the second column, third column shows the count of how much time particular salient pages are viewed by particular user, while the forth column shows the date and time when the salient pages are viewed by the user. A comprehensive report is produced by 
SECOND EXPERIMENTAL MODEL-ITEM URL BASED SEARCHING
The second experimental model is based on the Item URL based search, A keyword of "iyris Salem" was used. There were 20 html pages derived by Search Area System with the assist of the commercial search engine Google. As a result of the search the I-T System generates a comprehensive report on the browsing history. The report consists of various columns recording various browsing history details. In the first column shows the list of URLs of the html pages, and the names of the respective domains are recorded in the Second column. Html pages and the names of the respective domains are recorded in the second column. Third column shows the count of how much time particular html pages are viewed by particular user, while the forth column shows the date and time when the html pages are viewed by the web user, Figure 6 shows the Websites URL viewed by a web user. Figure 7 shows the keywords searched by web user. Figure 8 shows the calendar listing the sites visited with respect to day, month, and year. 
CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this work is to propose, design and implement browse history information tracking system I-TS. A unique interface application for accessing world's popular commercial search engines with user friendly environment where the user can record the browse history without any effort and time. The I-TS system allows the user to decide which information is to be maintained, information about various components like web, image, news, videos, and keywords. Due to the www (Internet) is open and dynamic. Web contents or any information is changing dynamically. If the user is willing to revisit the sites which he visited in the past, the browsing history along with the user preferences needs to be recorded. The I-TS propose to track the information area of user interest, and further summarize a recent browsing actions and preferences of user. For each user's keyword search, Search Area System will track and analysis's a group of web domains, in order to gain a set of web domains that can represent that information area in perfect. Search Area System calculates the count of domain sites user visited mostly. From the experiments done, we found that the approach adapted by Search Area System is appealing. Search Area System is excellent in tracking or retrieving information about browsing history on World Wide Web. By building I-TS and evaluating the performance issues, we conclude that this system is satisfying in fulfilling our research objectives.
